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Collage of performers from diverse populations found in circus route books from the Circus Route Books digital collection at Illinois State University, Milner Library

In 2017 Milner Library at Illinois State University received a grant from the Digitizing Hidden Collections program, a national grant competition administered by the Council on Library & Information Resources (CLIR), for a collaborative digitization project of circus route books held by Circus World, Illinois State University, and the John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art. The three institutions house the largest circus collections in the United States and collectively they shared their unique route books to build a digital collection for the Step Right Up: Digitizing Over 100 Years of Circus Route Books project.
Circus Route Books were published at the end of the show’s season. Route books contain various information including personnel by department and performance acts, the itinerary of cities and towns; and may also include photographs and statistics such as miles traveled, weather reports, ticket sales, and daily events. The Circus Route Books collection is significant not only because it provides detailed insights into circus life, but the books also highlight the circus industry’s role in American history and society. The American circus played a pivotal part in shaping American culture. Route books are rich resources. They have a broad appeal that extends beyond individual scholars interested in the circus. This disciplinary interest includes American studies, history and interdisciplinary studies of sociology, anthropology, economics and labor, geography, race and cultural studies, performing arts, and gender studies.
The following research discusses a ‘linked data’ and ‘collections as data’ approach employed with digital tools and open data in the digital humanities exhibit: *Agency through Otherness: Portraits of Performers in Circus Route Books, 1875-1925*. This endeavor represents the final segment of the four-year grant project.

**Project Background - Step Right Up: Digitizing Over 100 Years of Circus Route Books**

In the first three years, the project team worked on the detailed inventory, digitization, construction of original descriptive metadata for the combined collection of 306 route books, and upload of objects in the digital collection platform CONTENTdm. Data and creation of controlled vocabularies included names of performers, circus acts, circus names and owners, advertisers, and regional stops. The library launched the digital collection in 2020.

The collection is more reachable through this digital surrogate, opening the opportunity to view these books globally. Formerly, the books were only available for physical viewing separately at the three institutions. Milner Library’s digital collections, including the Circus Route Books, are part of the Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) through the regional Illinois Digital Heritage hub. They harvest data via OAI (Open Archive Initiative) and host Milner’s collections on their site. As a member, others, both within and outside the network can export datasets from DPLA collections via APIs.

*First Annual Route Book of the Great William Sells and James H. Gray United Shows Season 1900 from the Circus Route Books digital collection at Illinois State University, Milner Library*
Literature Review

For decades, galleries, libraries, archives, and museums (GLAM) worldwide have invested in the digitization of their cultural heritage holdings to meet the public demands for direct access to their collections and to reach a larger and diverse audience. Digital collections, however, are no longer viewed merely as the surrogates of the physical collections. In recent years there has been an increased interest in “collections as data” from institutions. “A collections as data paradigm seeks to foster an expanded set of research, pedagogical, and artistic potential predicated on the computational use of cultural heritage collections.” (Padilla, 2018). It looks beyond the traditional use of digital collections as proxies for the physical and providing access of inherent data to enable digital humanities research. To support this new outlook, both the Institute of Museum and Library Services and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation have funded recent ‘Always Already Computational’ projects that created a framework and guide of standards and best practices for transforming digital collections to data for computational use and innovative research methods. (Wittmann et al., 2019, pp. 49-50)

Following this guidance in their pilot for a collections as data strategy, the University of Utah J. Willard Marriott Library converted five library collections into datasets and made the data available through a public GitHub repository. Examples of datasets produced were geographic coordinates, genealogical
information of dates and place names from newspaper obituaries, and oral history texts. They tested the data with various digital humanities methods for visualization and computational exploration including geographic information system (GIS) mapping, text mining, and topic modeling. (Wittmann et al., 2019, p. 50)

The growing increase in digital cultural heritage data enables increased levels of access and new strategies of analysis and exploration. This includes innovative interactive applications (Windhauer et al., 2019, p. 2312), visualization aids, discovery, analysis, and communication about collections which lead users to findings of diverse perspectives. These unexpected discoveries may inspire new ways to examine primary sources and historical evidence (Glowacka-Musial, 2021, p. 6). Datasets of cultural heritage collections are rich and often contain varied metadata related with the many different object types such as images, texts, artifacts, music, and films. They are also connected to historical contextual information and knowledge. Linked data can help with this contextualization in visualizing and interpreting collections in broader cultural and societal spaces. (Windhauer et al., 2019, p. 2312) “Linked Data and Semantic Web technologies are becoming increasingly important in creating, publishing, and analyzing cultural heritage data in digital humanities.”(Bikakis et al. 2021, p. 166)

Wikidata offers a low-barrier, high-result method for creating and using linked data in libraries and cultural heritage institutions. It makes data not only visible but reusable as linked data. Ashleigh Hawkins argues for the increased collaboration with archives and digital humanities, engagement with linked data and the incorporation of artificial intelligence and low-barrier tools like Wikidata into production workflows to expand access and use of digital archives (Hawkins, 2022, p. 320).

There has been growing interest and engagement from libraries and other cultural heritage organizations in Wikidata and Wikipedia. Recent reports published by the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA), the Program for Cooperative Cataloguing (PCC), and the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) advocate for Wikidata integration to advance discovery (International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions, 2016; Program for Cooperative Cataloguing, 2018-2021, Association of Research Libraries 2019). In September 2020, PCC launched a Wikidata pilot project and over seventy academic and cultural institutions globally participated in the pilot to increase the movement toward identity management (Wikidata, 2022).

**Wikidata, Collections as Data, Open Data, Digital Storytelling**

In the last year of the project, the main objective was to make data readily open and reusable to aid in optimal discoverability and create data relationships with the collection. To accomplish this, there were three goals:
1. Invest time in the disambiguation and research of circus performer names, create Library of Congress Name Authority Records (NAR) and Wikidata entries for circus and performer names to add them to the linked data information landscape; specifically focused on performers that were the most identified in the collection and from historically excluded and underrepresented groups.

2. Research and record geographic coordinates of individual circus routes from the books.

3. Based on the collection data generated, create data visualizations and interactive narrative experiences with digital tools.

The culmination of these efforts resulted in the digital humanities project, *Agency through Otherness: Portraits of Performers in Circus Route Books 1875-1925*. The exhibit features essays, images, interactive timelines, and map data visualizations of circus routes overlaid with data of Native Lands, historical railroads, and population growth in the United States.

For the first goal, time investment in the disambiguation and research of highlighted circus performers in the collection leveraged identity management principles with Library of Congress Name Authority Records and Wikidata to create linked open data. The creation of identifiers with name authority records and Wikidata entries for these performers aids in higher discoverability to information on these persons and the collection (Image 1). The team also participated in the PCC-Wikidata Pilot. The work in the creation of links between these data stores and the collection foster future fully actionable linked open data. An example of linked data in action is through use of SPARQL queries against the Wikidata items the project team created. Information can be pulled out in a text list, or as a data visualization such as a timeline (Image 2).

![Image 1. Library of Congress name authority record created on the left for the aerialist and equestrian Tetu Robinson and a Wikidata entry on the right.](image)
Layering metadata practice with a consideration to contributing to Wikidata involves transitioning from the description of objects to the creation of knowledge and imagining metadata for other uses outside of collections. This leverages the impact of that data. It opens the data or knowledge to interdisciplinary queries, complex analysis, and exploration for use by anyone anywhere, not just libraries.

In the second goal, using GeoNames, a multilingual geographical database, the project team researched and recorded geographic coordinates for city/town stops with dates for the collection’s route books. This data was in turn parsed and reconciled using OpenRefine for use in Esri’s ArcGIS to create map data visualizations which the team made shareable. The raw data and the layers are downloadable to reuse on ArcGIS (Image 3). The raw data has also been deposited into Harvard University’s Dataverse repository and the Illinois State University’s institutional repository, ISU ReD, for others to discover. Recording and making this geographic information openly available enables researchers to reuse and build on the collection’s data for new interpretations and other imaginative possibilities.
For the third goal, the project team created two map visualizations highlighting circus routes overlaid with external historical railroad, population growth, and Native Lands data. Historical railroads data map layers were shared in ArcGIS with permission by Jeremy Atack at Vanderbilt University, and from the Esri Canada Education Team. The U.S. Census Bureau population data from the 1800s to 1930s as historic county boundaries map layers were produced by the Minnesota Population Center as part of the
National Historical Geographic Information System (NHGIS) project. These county boundaries shapefiles were then joined with the total population data by the Harvard University Center for Geographic Analysis. The team retrieved these shapefiles from Stanford University’s Earthworks open catalog, where one can find and download GIS data and maps. Native American Lands data map layers was gathered by the US Geological Survey (USGS) and the US National Forest Survey. These were shared in ArcGIS with permission from Claudio Saunt at the University of Georgia. The reservations and present day Native reclaimed land data map layer was made available in ArcGIS by the USGS National Gap Analysis Program. The team incorporated the map visualizations alongside text, images, and other media to create an exhibit with narrative and interactive experiences using digital tools.

**Agency Through Otherness: Portraits of Circus Performers, 1875-1925**

The “Routing the Circus 1875-1925” map featured in the Agency Through Otherness: Portraits of Circus Performers, 1875-1925 exhibit provides important historical context for the circus in the country. It shows the circus’ development with the advent of the railroad alongside population growth and national territorial expansion (Image 4). It is in this historical context that the exhibit explores narratives about circus performers with interactive experiences. In America, the circus became a form of mass cultural entertainment with little competition due to national expansion and the use of railroads to travel huge distances. The reach and appeal of the circus is significant and can be traced partially through the route books that include ticket sales revenue on the cities where the circus stopped.
In the formative period from 1875-1925, the notion of Western imperialism, colonialization, and expansion prevailed. This is well evident in numerous circus acts. These presented the otherness, exoticism, and racist views of people from non-Western cultures as entertainment with spectacles, ethnological congresses, human zoos, curiosities, and side shows. Through performance this became the dominant narrative circuses helped to spread, reinforcing colonialisit notions of power and racist hierarchy. The map of the circus-stops at numerous cities and towns alongside population data illustrate the proliferation of these beliefs to the masses. The circus captures a fundamental paradox of racism and prejudice in the United States: otherness is valuable only when it is consumable.

On analysis of the metadata generated for the digital collection, performers from misrepresented and underrepresented populations contributed largely to the circus. From the 306 books in the collection, under the category for circus acts - 85% feature sideshow acts and 80% human curiosities acts. 69% of these books are in the exhibit’s fifty-year time span of 1875-1925. Displaying and commercially exploiting human difference was business.

In reversing this narrative constructed by the circus, the exhibit counters against this space the circus presented. The individual accounts examine the possibilities of independent, self-determining choices,
and the performer’s agency in a societal structure built on oppression and exploitation. Exhibit chapters include specific examples of disparities in race and gender that undoubtedly affected these individuals.

In Mariah Wahl’s chapter “Native Performance and Identity in The Wild West Show” route book data and the data of Native lands (both ceded and unceded) are combined in ArcGIS. This creates a map designed to contrast the route of the Buffalo Bill Wild West Show and the unlawful seizure of Native lands throughout the 19th and 20th century (Image 5 and 6). Routes identified in the books traversed and disrupted the Native land of countless tribes across the United States. The routes are illustrated alongside the genocide and forced relocation of Native communities, to use the circus routes history to underscore these atrocities. The map provides important context for Native performers in the colonial environment. These performers traveled and performed with the Wild West Show even as their own lands were reduced and seized by the American government. The integration of this interpretative map visualization alongside narrative text, images and audio was conceivable with the Scalar publishing platform.

Image 5. “Native Lands and the Wild West Show” map, Buffalo Bill’s Wild West and Pownee Bill’s Far East Show 1910 and 1911 route paths overlaid with Native American lands ceded and unceded
Digital Humanities Tools

The project team chose the Scalar platform to host the exhibit. Scalar is a free open source publishing platform designed for authors to create digital scholarship online and offers collaborative authoring. It places a strong emphasis on multimedia publication which allows for multiple images, video and audio to be published with accompanying text. Scalar is a project of the Alliance of Networking Visual Culture (ANVC) that was released in 2013 with the support of the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the National Endowment for the Humanities. It is hosted by University of Southern California with the option to host on an internal server. Due to limited resources, the exhibit is hosted externally. While this version is limited on customization, it does allow third party plugins. These come from a variety of platforms, enabling users to assemble media from multiple sources alongside writing in a structured essay, exhibition-like content, or book length works with a variety of layout options and minimal technical experience required. Scalar has the capability for nested, recursive, and non-linear formats. It supports collaborative authoring and editing and encourages improvisation with the data model. All these features were advantageous for this multiauthor exhibit. Moreover, the team found it easy to use and to build on which is important for the project’s longevity.
From the chapter “Outsiders in Demand: Chinese and Japanese Immigrant Performers,” narrative text and accompanying images from the circus route book collection and other cited sources

The exhibit integrates images and media from multiple cited sources including archival newspapers and Wikimedia. The project team embedded three third-party plug-ins for richer digital storytelling in its chapters:

**ArcGIS** is a proprietary industry-standard software platform for GIS professionals to create, analyze, manage, and share geographic information. It provides multiple methods to visualize, map, and analyze data and contains multiple data formats to import in projects.

ArcGIS map visualizations in the exhibit are “Routing the Circus 1875-1925,” “Native Lands and the Wild West Show,” and “Showmen's Rest.”
Knightlab’s Timeline JS is an open-source tool that builds interactive timelines and allows integration of multiple media types such as maps, photos, and videos.

The chapter “Outsiders in Demand: Japanese and Chinese Immigrant Performers” begins with the timeline to illustrate the mounting immigration policies and laws to stop Asians from entering the United States. Timeline JS is also featured in the biographical storytelling of individuals in the chapter segment “Portraits of Midwest Musicians” (Image 7).

Image 7. The Big Band: James Wolfscale (~1868-1921) biographical timeline from the “Portraits of Midwest Musicians” segment in the chapter “Side Show Sounds: Black Bandleaders Respond to Exoticism”

Histropedia uses data from Wikipedia and Wikidata and generates interactive timelines with events.

The “American Experiment: Circus in Context” timeline in the exhibit showcases the circus performers in the historical context of compounding conflicts, resistance and innovations during the period in which they lived. The timeline joins many elements of the four-year project: images from the digitized books, access into the digital collection, access into the exhibit, and access to the Wikidata linked data entries.
With a scheduled Wikidata Query for the performers, Wikidata entries are populated in real time into the timeline with the selected event pages from Wikipedia (Image 8).

![Timeline](Image 8. Timeline in the “The American Experiment: Circus in Context” showcases the circus performers in their space and time.)

**Conclusion**

With a linked data and collections as data approach, *Agency Through Otherness: Portraits of Circus Performers, 1875-1925* incorporated metadata and data analysis, data visualization, and digital storytelling components to bring the Circus Route Books collection to a wider audience for research. The exhibit demonstrates the potential of digital technologies, computational tools, and open data for exploring critical questions in the humanities and for presenting scholarship in new forms and interpretations. Importantly in this work, the project team recognized the opportunity to address gaps of representation and expressed a plurality of human experience to diversify the historical record and global knowledge environment.
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Links to additional sources:
GeoNames https://www.geonames.org/
Harvard Dataverse https://dataverse.harvard.edu/
Histropedia http://www.histropedia.com/
ISU ReD https://ir.library.illinoisstate.edu/
OpenRefine https://openrefine.org/
PCC Wikidata Pilot/Illinois State University
Scalar https://scalar.me/anvc/scalar/
Stanford Earthworks https://earthworks.stanford.edu/
Timeline JS by Knightlab https://timeline.knightlab.com/
Wikidata https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page